
Low-code Automation for  
Smart Buildings

Use cases on how tomorrow’s smart buildings need a modern 
approach in creating occupancy centric buildings that are safe, 
healthy, productive and efficient.

The Internet of Things (IoT) has brought waves of innovation opportunities into the 
smart buildings driven by the need for occupant centric, energy efficient, healthy, 
and productive buildings. The technology shift to IP-based communications, 
interoperable protocols, data standardization, advancement in machine learning 
(ML) and integrations with conversational agents will propel the next generation 
of buildings to be actually “smart”. The building occupants will not only enjoy the 
safety and comfort of healthy buildings but be more productive and able to talk to 
building bots to provide real-time feedback. Meanwhile, the building owners will 
be able to provide energy efficient greener buildings that adhere to net-zero green-
house gas emissions and comply with local and country guidelines. 

The needs of the following stakeholders have to be met:

1. Building Owner/Landlord – cares about building energy efficiency, space 
utilization and comfort across all the buildings at scale

2. Facilities Manager – how to operate the buildings better, maintain trouble 
tickets, work with the technical operations team and reduce truck rolls, and

3. Occupant – wants to work in a safe and comfortable environment and do their 
work efficiently and be productive.

There are also key drivers and opportunities to make the buildings of tomorrow 
better and smarter:

1. Energy Usage – buildings should consume the least amount of energy, spend 
less to provide best comfort to the occupant

2. Operational Complexity – older systems in the building can cause maintenance 
overheads and alert overloads which may get neglected and hide efficiency

3. Occupant Comfort – occupants if not comfortable can be unproductive. 
For example, finding the nearest meeting room which maintains ambient 
temperature and has audio visuals in working condition, and

4. Cybersecurity – all connected devices including HVAC, lighting, fire control 
systems, gateways and sensors must be secured. 



What is wrong with current  
building automation systems?
Today’s building automation systems are siloed in nature. These systems have been 
around for well over 30 years. Many of the existing HVAC/energy systems, lighting 
systems, fire and safety systems have their own UI, own data storage, own network 
and own devices implementing proprietary protocols. They each have their hard 
coded rule based logic as opposed to flexible programmable rules and learning 
based systems that can scale horizontally. 

Hence, many building owners and their operations teams spend a lot of unnecessary 
time and resources navigating through complex proprietary systems to maintain, 
upgrade and incur large costs for what are in reality very simple changes. Ideally, 
these teams should be spending their time and energy innovating and getting more 
out of their existing systems. One example is BAS systems. When connecting the 
existing BAS systems to emerging technologies, building owners realize that these 
systems are not as “open” as they were thought to be. Building owners are totally 
dependent on their BAS support vendors, which becomes costly and slows the 
process of adoption for any emerging technology. 

In the end, the business value is provided by the systems who can connect to all 
these different building management and automation systems, be able to interpret 
the data, correlate with the contextual data from the systems connected to the IT 
network and derive insights in real time. Today’s applications can’t break the siloed 
BAS systems and their stranded data to take advantage of the analytics and machine 
learning. Hence, the building operations teams can’t take proactive actions to avoid 
system breakdowns and reduce or eliminate truck rolls which are quite expensive.

Traditional Building Automation Systems designed in a siloed ‘Stovepipe” approach.
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What should be the next generation building 
automation platform?
IoT devices are proliferating. They will be the future eyes and ears of the buildings 
unlike what happens today where occupants have to pick up their cellphone to call 
or text the facility manager. 

Imagine if a conference room’s audio visual system is not working 15 minutes into 
a meeting. Or a meeting room is too hot and uncomfortable to work in so the 
occupant should have the ability to talk to a facility bot and immediately take actions 
to resolve the AV system or climate control. 

An even better solution is for a building automation system to learn about the 
meeting rooms and meeting schedules, prepare a room in advance to their ambient 
temperature by communicating with the HVAC system, turn on the lights to 
appropriate brightness and start the audio visual systems automatically. After the 
meeting is finished, this intelligent system should execute the shutdown sequence 
of operations to bring the room back to unoccupied condition, notify the facility 
management after five minutes of vacancy to get the meeting room cleaned.

The next generation automation platform should be horizontal (not siloed), be 
device agnostic, work across many different protocols, such as BACnet, Modbus, 
MQTT, be open to provide APIs/SDKs to create new third-party applications rapidly. 
These platforms should be able to collect and aggregate data from various types of 
devices and provide digital models that are easier to work with to create new use 
cases rapidly and finally the solution should be reusable and scale across multiple 
buildings.

The IT network applications, such as work order management, facilities management 
or third-party weather services applications, will provide contextual information. 
The contextual data can be directly provided or inferred from these systems. The 
conjunction of IoT data from devices and the contextual data from IT systems 
will create hyper awareness and the business value will come from connecting, 
protecting, analyzing interactions between machines and people. 

How nice it would be if security cameras at a building’s loading/unloading zone can 
immediately detect a delivery truck crossing into the geo fence and is ready to be 
unloaded on dock 19 at building one at eight o’clock in the evening and immediately 
notifies the relevant stakeholders? A water leak can be easily detected by a sensor 
in the building in real-time and notify the automation system. The automation 
system will then figure out the location of the sensor and alert the facility manager 
with further contextual information, such as campus, building, floor, zone and area 
information that will immediately help a technician to reach on time and fix the 
problem. Even the insurance and warranty companies will benefit by having this 
type of hyper automation in the buildings to avoid damages and costly repairs.
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How Waylay helps solve this problem.
Waylay is a cloud agnostic, horizontal low-code automation platform that allows 
customers to break the siloed barriers, unlock the potential of the stranded data that 
exists within proprietary BMS/BAS systems and integrate quickly with IT systems to 
realize the business value quickly. The facility managers, operations team, design 
engineers, and data scientists can create use cases by using the drag-n-drop low-
code console and immediately test the digital twin based resource models with 
streaming sensor data and integrated IT systems. 

Waylay Platform Overview
The Waylay platform acts as the software glue that makes IoT, OT, Network and IT 
data work together in an easy, powerful and cost effective way.

Waylay’s horizontal platform provides the following components.

• Low-code rules engine
• Data ingestion broker
• Digital twin resource model
• Serverless function engine
• Out-of-the-box plugin library
• Time series database
• Alarm management
• APIs and SDKs
• Visualization (dashboards)
• Waylay platform user interfaces
• BYOML (Bring Your Own Machine Learning), AI and ML execution capabilities
• ETL (extract, transform, and load) import and export capabilities
• Python-based SDK
• Tiny Automator for the edge
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The building systems are a complex maze of BMS systems, HVACs, lighting, fire and 
safety with brown field and green field devices and IT systems that are old and new. 
Waylay’s low-code automation platform simplifies this complexity and allows rapid 
development and orchestration across various BMS/BAS systems and devices.
All ecosystem workflows can be developed using simple logic rules to complex 
rules involving machine learning algorithms for predicting failures or meeting rooms 
needing extra capacity to cope with employee growth.

Example use cases with Waylay

Waylay low-code automation platform can be leveraged to rapidly create various 
security use cases that need real time data ingestion from network video recorders, 
video management systems, smart IP cameras, building sensors and integration 
orchestration with IT/OT or third-party systems. The building solutions teams, 
system integrators or engineering teams will be able to fully leverage the Waylay 
cloud and edge automation stacks to rapidly develop comprehensive security 
solutions for your end customers.

Use Case: 
Building security and 
monitoring
security operations team 
creates real-time video 
camera monitoring rules using 
Waylay’s low-code console.
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orchestration with Waylay



Indoor air quality monitoring
Building owners offer “healthy” buildings to their tenants based on air quality scores.

Summary
Tomorrow’s smart buildings need a modern approach to creating occupancy centric 
buildings that are safe, healthy, productive, and efficient. In post-covid era, static 
schedule-based implementations are things of the past when building occupants 
needed a very healthy place to work or study, be able to communicate with the 
building and provide feedback in real time. Facility managers will be fully connected 
to building automation systems to proactively take care of operations and 
maintenance at reduced cost. The building owners will apply the best technologies 
available in the market to create an intelligent ecosystem versus being dependent 
on proprietary technology vendors with siloed data. The opportunity is big for 
systems vendors who are able to provide open interfaces, interoperable systems 
and leverage data across various IT and OT systems. Waylay’s low-code automation 
platform just does that and helps the building owners scale their solution across a 
portfolio of buildings with minimal CAPEX and reduced OPEX.

Get your demo
https://www.waylay.io/get-demo/
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Waylay’s Smart Building Automation Platform

More info on Waylay’s smart building solution: waylay.io/solutions/smart-buildings

For a detailed technical description of the Waylay architecture and features, please 
refer to Waylay’s technical documentation page: https://docs.waylay.io   


